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SUMMARY

Suppressive struitures are designed to remain intact under blast loads from internal

explosions and are intended to attenuate the blast waves which emanate froffi them. Tlhere-
fore, reasonable eilimates mlust be made of short and long duration internAl blast loads in
these vented structures, and of the degree of' blast at.tenuation for various vent panel des.ign%.

l his report covers past an:tlytical and experimniental sttidies in explo,;ion ventling. and

1m1arites n/ much of tihe recent blast loading work in tfle suppressive slr.tictures pr(griim.

Scaline Iawvi are hrielly reviewd,. as is the concept of' an effect.ive vent area ratio. ('urve filt,

to external blast overpressures and imipulses are given for a variety of' vent panei design,-. in-

c.'luding nested angles. perforated plates, ,,ees. Iouvres. and interlocking l-bean,,.

Int ernal blast loads consist of' in itia! a:nd several ,u-hseqtucnt reflected shocks. followed

a1\ J Inll.ch hlolner bhowdown or quasi-static pressure. (tirves are given for prediction of t he

initiat rellcc'ted wac'e overpressure and impulse. T'heories for the blowdown p-shase are di,-

C til, •'. tollowed b\ prescnltation of curv'es for scaled peak blowdown pressure and duration.
.,nm putlcr code for prediction of inlrapanel pre-,su res during the blowdown phase is described.

This report is a reprint of a paper given at the 401t1 Shock and Vilbration Sy.mposiui.

San D'iego. ('alifornia. October I975.

PREFACE

Tlhe investigation descrihed in this report was aut thori/ed tind,.r PA. A\.4132. Project

57512 ,4. 'The work was performed at Southwest Rs•earch Institute tinder Contract
l),,\AA I 5-7.5-C-00.•

I he uise f trade lm lnanes in tIhis report does Inot constitute an official, endorsement or

appr• v A Iof thle se ot such conm menrciial hardware or softtware. This rcliorl may not be cifted
for the purposes ot' advert isement.

I lie inltormiation in this docunment has been cleared f'or release to the general public.
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BLAST PRESSURES INSIDE AND OUTSIDE

SUPPRESSIVE STRUCTURES

I. INTRODUCTION

Hazards produced by accidental explosions within facilities that contain and process
high explosiv.-s have concerned safety engineers for many years. The most obvious way to
reduce the iazards is to separate such facilities as far apart as possible to avoid the potential
for propagation of an explosion. Another method is to use partial confinement walls and
cubicles to direct and control the output from an accidental explosion. To further reduce the
required spacing between high explosives facilities the U.S. Anny under its plant modernization
program is developing uniformly vented suppressive structures which will significantly reduce
or suppress the external blast overpressures, the fragment hazard and the thermal effects. The
suppressive structures tested to date have been rectangular enclosures consisting of a main frame
with multilayered vented panels making up the sides and roof. The technology for vented sup-
pressive structures has not yet reached the stage where the design is a straightforward process.
Consequently, development programs supported by the Edgewood Arsenal are being conducted
to develop this technology so that suppressive structures can be routine!y applied to explosive
processing operations to better protect personnel and adjoining facilities while reducing the
safety distance required between them.

The loading from an explosive charge detonated within a vented or unvented structure
consists of two almost distinct phases. The first phase is that of reflected blast loading. It
consists of the initial high pressure, short duration reflected wave, plus perhaps several later
reflected pulses arriving at timet, closely approximated by twice the average time of arrival
at the chamber walls. These later pulses are attenuated in amplitude because of irreversible
thermodynamic process, and they may be very complex in waveforrm because of the complexity
of the reflection process within the structure, whether vented or unvented. If the structure has
solid walls, the blast loading can be estimated by using sources of compiled blast data for
normally reflected blast pressures and impulses such as References I and 2, and the well-known
Hopkinson's blast scaling law (see Chapter 3 of Reference 3). The effect of vented areas in the
suppressive structures on reduction of the reflected blast loading can be very complex, and
will not be addressed in detail in this paper.

As the blast waves reflect and re-reflect within the structure and as unburned detonation
prodlucts conbine with the available oxygen, a quasi-static or gas pressure rise occurs and the
second phase of loading take!s place. Measurements of this pressure rise and its duration have
been made by various investigators prior to the suppressive structures program using chambers
having a single ovening for venting. Work has also been conductd to develop a theory for
predicting time histories of pressures in vented structures. lHowe.e-r, from the present program,
data are now also available from structures uniformly vented through the sides and roof. From
all of the above data one obtains the answer that for the particular ratios of vent area to chamber
volume tested, the venting has no effect on the peak quasi-static pressure. Thus. peak quasi-static
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pressures for urvented or poorly vented structures are the same. Unfortunately. essentially
no data exist for quasi-static pressures within well-vented structures and the crucial question
of the actual maximum gas pressure rise within such chambers remains unanswered. We must
at present use the unvented pressure rise for design purposes. An important point that needs
to be made is that, although quasi-static pressure measurements have been made in various
vented and unvented structures. the determination of the peak value is subject to interpretation
because the reflected pressures are also present on the data records. Because suppressiv. struc-
tures consist of multi-layered walls. how the quasi-static pressure loads each layer is also of
interest to the desi&,ner. At this time rno data are available for these intrapanel pressures. tHow-
ever as part of this pogram a computer program has been developed to predict these pressures.
When experimental ,la%*a become available, its accuracy can be assessed.

In addition to determining the reflected blast loading and the quasi-static gas pressure rise
and decay which are needed in ,1esigning these structures. the amount of venting required to
reduce the blast pressures outside to a desired level must be estimated. Using limited data.
Baker et al4 generated a method of correlating emitted blast waves from suppressive structures
and comparing them to free-field blast data to determine the degree of blast attenuation. Since
a suppressive structures is made up of several vented layers, this method introduced an effective
vent area ratio. ae. which car, be computed for a variety of combinations of vented elements
in a suppressive structure. In References 5 and 6. more and better blast pressure data are now

available and we have updated the equations for predioting the reduction in overpr,'ssure over
a considerable range of distances outside the structure. Also. good external side-on impulse

measurements were made by Schumacher and Ewing' so that the reduction in impulse can

also be predicted.

II. SCALING

A. Blast Waves

The scaling of properties of blast waves from various explosive sources is a common pro-
cedure and most blast data are reported in scaled parameters 'rom the Hopkinson-Cranz or
S:-chs' scaling Ik-ws. These laws. and others used in blast technology. are derived and discussed
in detail in Chapter 3 of Reference 3. Blast waves fioni explosions in the op.,n are affected
by weight Il (or total energy) of the explosive, distance R from the center of the explosive.
geometry and energy density of the explosive source. and ambient atmospheric conditions

such as pressure P1 and sound velocity ao. Fo; charges of different total energy but same
type and geometry detonated under the same ambient conditions. the liopkinson-Cranz
scaling law applies. It predicts3 that side-on or reflected overpressures. an' scaled side-on
or reflected impulses. are functions of flopkin:on-scaled distance. i.e..

= (R111" 1)

P, f,2 (RI It"
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U,/110"!) = f4 (R1111"' 3 )

(If ambient cotiditions differ between one experiment or analysis and another. another scaling

law must apply. The. law usually used in this case is Sachs' Law").

Suppressive. structures are intended to attenuate the blast wvaves from accidental explosions
by reflecting the initial waves striking their inner surfaices. and venting thL gas pressures behind
the shock fronts at a relatively slov'. rate. In attempting to scale the properties of the waves

fj emanating from these structures, one must include parameters which describe the geometry
and venting~ :haracteristics of the structure as well as the conventional scaled distance. A
scali'.ig, law including these additional parameters was postulated by Baker. et a 14 and is as
follows:

(2)

Th'le new parameters in this law are a characteristiL. length X' of the suppressive structure. and
an effective vent area ratio ck,. Model and protot% pe structures aire assumed to be geomietrically
similar t'or exact scaling, but the charaL teristic lengt h X' can be thought of as thle square root
of'the wall area 01 interest or thle cube root of the structure's internal volumie I,% for the law
to appl\ in at least an approximate wanner. Thle definition o~f a, will he discussed in the next
section of the paper. Also inherent in di:: lai% are thle samne assumptions inherent in Hlopkinson
Scaling. i.e., no0 Change inl amlbienit Lonj1,itlOnS. eXPIosiVe tý pe or geomietry. Ileat transfer to tile
suppressive structure is also lot ioilsidered in thle developmlent of the scaling law. Thle scaling
laiw. of course, does not specif\ the actual functions I'~ and A. These will be treatedl later in
the p~aper.

B. Quasi-static Pressures

As thle blast waves from explo~sions within suppressive structures reflect and re-reflect.
and as the energy avaliable from the explosive source is added to the air within the structure.
long-term p)ressures can buzild q) within thle structure. These pressures are termied "quasi-static
pressures'' because thle% can last long enough to apply essentially static internal gas pressure
loads to thle structure.* Sonme daita existed for pressures within vented chambers prior to the
suppressiv'e structuires prograin'" . and some anal se~s of blowdown pressures. had also been
made o To compare such data and also to collate data being generated in suppressive
structures testing, Baker. et a1 moducted a model analssoh xlsinvnigpoes
The resulting scalin~g law has been somewhat modified in Reference 1 2, and is:

With latrge %kill a a.~ ret~ hese prev.11re ta ti %)l it etJh %en I qji~kj Kbe'oughti t h Cllt eng*lnle%.1 O p~i l osteIo rui u ra
T NIC% P0n ell pr Iud n 1ht1stasc. tile lertll "quasi,~-statt 1i l:1approprial e tPerftap'% more no ~i r~ar"t . 1
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(P\-f (czeAs) ( 1 \ Ia.
f [ !/2/3 \P0  v (3)

Based on a theoretical analysis of chamber venting by Owczarek 12,! 3 the staled pressure
P (Pip0 ) is a r"':;ction of y' and a new scaled time

[- eAs (t ao (4
TAt , (4)

Here, P i, absolute pressure at any time t. A, is interna! surface area of the structure, P. is
maximum (initial) absolute quasi-static pressure, and y is ratio of specific heat for the gases
within the structure. An alternate form of Equatioi (3) is then

P =J'7 (P . F. -') (3a)

The initial pressure T, for structures with no venting or small venting c.'n be shown to be
related ' ' .811 to another scaling term,

P =18 (l'/P,, V) (5)

where E is a measure of total energy released by the explosion. For tests with explosives of
the same type and no change in ambient conditions, a dimensional equivalent of (5) is:

P1 =f 9 0(li/V) (Sa)

where IV is charge weight (Ib) and V is chamber volume (ft3 )

Ill. VENT AREA RATIO

From the model analysis used to develop the functional expression for the side-on over-
pressure ot.tside the structure it is obvious that the only parameter which lacks exact definition
for a multi-layer, uniformly vented enclosu.re is cý.. For a single layer structure the vent area
ratio is the vent area divided by the total area of the wall. For a multi-layer wall, however, we
assumed that 4

I N 1-- = E -- (6)

This relationship has at the moment no theoretical proof. However it does reach the appropriate
limits fur large and small number of plates, and provides a relative measure of venting for a
variety of parel cotfigurations. Unfurtunatcl ao .::,t-rnal pressuie data currently exist for a
one-layer structute -" ith eqiia! opening.sor, .'1I s',e,, ,,,,; roof. Consequently, we have established

-as our base line the a, computed % , scs a f,', perforated plates using Equation 6 where the
vent area ratio foi each layer is simply

10



Vent Area A 1.2S= • = • • •(7)
Wall Area A .

For other wall elements such a- angles. louvres. zees. and I-beams used in suppressive %truc-
tures (he meaning of Equation 7 is less obvious. In obtaining i reasonable curve fit to the dat,
the definiticn for ae for these type of'elements are as shown in Figuire I. For nested angles
which have approxii-aately or;e opening per projected lengi, 'Nee F-igure I ) the data indicate that
they are about twice as efficient as a perforated plate in breaking up the side-on peak pressure
as it vents. For closer nested angles such that there are about two openings per projected length
the angles seem to be four times as efficient ,,s a comparable pm rforated plate. However. angles
which are side by sde and zees seem to be as efficient as a perforated plate. LouvrL.- seem to be
more etficient tian perforated plates b. a fhctor of two. On the other hand. using the open
areas as shown in i igure I. interlocking I-beams appear to be onil1 half'a, efficient as perforated
plates Note that for a uniformly vented structure the a, of the ,tructure is exactly equal that

of a wall since the walls and roof all have the same vented arear ratio. Thus in computing a',
the area of the floor is not used. Furthermore since we are interested in comparing to free
field data in which the charge would still have the floor as reflecting surtiace the area of the
floor shou!d not be used in computing cc.

The peak gas pressure is in general. a function of tile charge weight. volume of the container.
and the vent area. Hlowever. the data in Reference 8 indicates that for low vent area to %olume
ratios the peak pressure does not depend Onl this ratio. The duration (toes depend onl the vent
area ratio and. as in the case of the external pressure. a definition of a,. is required. Prior to the
suppressive structures program. All the experimental dLtt.i on quasi-st preti s presures and durations
was front cubicles with a portion or all of a wall or roof missing. For these cases the vent area
is the area of the opening and which the definition of a(', satisfies tile scaling law is the ratio of'
this open area to the total interior area of the container. I lowever. for a multi-layer suppressie
structure. a,, has to be defined. Because some data are available for t he one-openin," cubicles.
the results from the suppressive structures can be compared to them to obtain an eqivalwent
a,. The duration of the quasi-static pressure is a tunctioil of the peak-pressure which is some-
times difficult to interpret and the a,. will of course vary accordingly. However, if the quasi-
static pressure from thie multi-layer test structure is read in a fashion similar to the data from
the one-opening cubicles, a comparison ca:n be inale. As will be shown later. (see Figure 10),
the peak pressure was defined by drawing a smooth Ltur\,e through the mean amplitude of the
oscillations and extrapolating bak k to about the end of' the second reflection whic'i is ,till con-
sidered part of the reflected pressure loading. This also accounts to a certain extent for the
small increment of' time that is required for the qua-si-static pressure to build up within the
enclosure. With this maximum pressure. the dutration time as read from thi records and the
volume of the structure, the only other parameter required to plot the uniformly vented data
is a value o' a',.. For the structures using I-beams. if one uses the ý,0 as computed for the
external pressure data fits to determine the effective vent area. the quasi-static pressure data
compares reasonabli well with the one-opening cubiLle data. For the atructure using perforateu
plates alone and in combination with angles. if the external pre,,ssure a, is multiplied by two
the quasi-static pressure data also compares %% ell with the one-opening cubicle data. 'itis
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lOR VARIOUS STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS
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using this method for computing q, durations can be esti-iated for multi-layered. uniformly
vented structures.

IV. PRESSURES OUTSIDE OF SUPPRESSIVE STRUCTURES

From the model analysis the functional expression for the side-on overpressures outside
of a suippressive structure is

I's = fi R/l" -1. AiR. a,,) (2)

As shown in Reference 4. this eqluation is assumied to have the form

Ps= A (Z)A''I (X/R )A' (0. )' 3 (8)

Tamking logarithmns of both sides and making the equat ion linear, a least -squares curs e fit can
be developed using the experimental data and stating that

11.0. 1. Z. AX/R. 4Ac a, 1 =4. *P (9)

or substituting miatrix notation

A least-squares fit results for the N matrix when

IXIj = I L'*L I -I IL IT [P1. (10)

Thie experimental data used to make this curve lit have been generated bý the Ildgewood
Arsenal (lEA)" I4 and the Ballistic Research Laboratories (BR L) using a varietN ofimulti-
layered vented structures. InI Reference 4 a similar fit %-as made with the limi ted datau t hat were
available at that time. However. subsequentl% mans more measurements have beeni made.
.)(Id better and more uip-to-date curve lits are presented here. Because o1'the large data- base

iio%% m~ailable. some of the carlv' data ha o'* been eliminated when there was a justifiable rea
son. For example. over hialfo of the early (data w efrom a cubic structutre in which one %%.all
was changed to test different numbers of la% ers as wvell as different t% pes of elemients to
obtain a variet% of a. The other threte walls and the roof' remiai ned] the samec throughout
the tests. Mleasuremients were then made of the side-on pressure exiting through the inter-
chiange~able wall. Thus. the st ructutre was not unif'ormly vented.

The structures tested b\1 the LEA ha~c consisted of panels 01' perforated plates. angles.
zees and loui res. Those tested by' the BRL. were ol basicall\ two t\ pes. One t\ pe had

I13



similar cross-sections as the EA strucaures and consisted of a series of' perforated plates by
themselves or plus angles. The second type of structure consisted of interlocking I-beams
w"ch had not been tested before. Table I lists the different types of cross-sections used
and the equivalent ,ent area ratio computed as outlined earlier in the paper. The main pro-
blem encountered in reducing all the data to a common base was determining the relative
vent area ratios, especially for the interlocking beams. Since the structures tested by the
EA were of similar cross-section to the 0-configurations tested by BRIL. the data from these
two sets of experiments were used to make the first curve fit. After some trials to obtain
the relative oa.*s. the data fitted very well. as shown in Figure 2. The equation of the curve
shown also fits the test results very well. The estimate of the standard deviation. S. for
the experimental data about the line equals ± 12.7%. The equation can be used to predict
the external side-on o-erpressure P, from a similar structure at various distances or to de-
termine the aý. required to reduce P, to a given value at a given distance. provided the range
of' the experimental data is not exceeded.

The data for the interlocking I-beams were then used to determine their &.'s so that
a good curve fit to the entire data base could be made. Using the a,.'s listed in Table I for
these three configurations. the data points from the I-beam structures were fitted by them-
selves and the results are shown in Figure 3. Again. the equation shown fits the data very
well with S = ±14.21. For comparison purposes. the BRL data f'rom the 0-configurations
were fitted by themselve:s and the restilts are shown in Figure 4. The equation fits the data
very well with an S of' ± I .I/. Thus. the two sets of" BRL data. as well as the one set ob-
tained by the EA. correlate well within themselves.

Finally. the total experimental data base was curve fitted to obtain a general expression
f'or / 5 . The resulting equation is shown in Figure 5. The resulting vahle of S was ± 19.9",

slightly worse than before. but nevertheless rather good considering the great variety of'
cross-sections involved. Again. the limits of the pi-terms should not be violated or con-

siderable error could result in predicting P. or determining an a. for a particular structure.

Since one of the primary purposes of a suppressive structure is to reduce the external
side-on overpressures, the degree of reduction by a partiular structure is determined b%
comparing the ,ternal pressure at a given distance from a charge to what it would have
been without tlte ,,itucttlre. i.e.. the free-field pressure. Consequently, free-field pressure
data, also generated by the l'A" 1 n-1 " and the BRLs. have been curve-fitted in a similar

fashion to the structure i.t-rnal pressure d,.ta to provide a free-field comparison curve.
tFrom the scaling laws. the free-field overpressure is proportional to the scaled distance.
Z = R/I1" -. However, because one portion of the data is fro.1a experiments where the
charge was placed over earth while the other portion is from experiments over a concrete
pad. the difference in the quality of the reflecting surf;,ce prevents direct comparison of
both sets of data. isecause ill of the suppressime structures tested to date have a concrete
floor (or equall. good reflective surflace). the earth data mere adjtusted b-, in ilt iply ing the
charge weight used b% an empirical factor of 0.02 which made the data fit the best. Within
the specific linats of Z shown in Figure 6. the free-field data fit %er% well about the equation

14



TABLE I. IEI:.:CTIVI" -VENT / RFA RAI lOS FOR

VARIOUS STRUC FURES ".ESTED

Structure Cross-Seviicni Elements c,

81 mm, Ref. 23 Zees, Perforated Pflates. 0.025
and Louvres.

T-I. Ref. 5 Interlocking l-beams 0.130

T-3. Ref. 5 Interlocking i-beams 0.090

T-5, Ref. 5 interlocking I-beams 0.047

0-1, Ref. 5 Nested Angles and Per- e.010
forated Plates

0-2, Ref. 5 Nested Angle and Per- 0.011
forated Plates

0-3. Ref. 5 Perforated Plates 0.012

0-4, Ref. 5 Perforated Plates 0.023

Cat. V, Ref. 6 Side-by-side Angles 0.017
and Perforated Plates
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shown with an S of "+10.7%. This curve then provides the free-field peak pressures at various
values of Z for estimating the reduction caused by a suppressive structure.

From the experiments conducted by BRL 5 . side-on impulse was also obtained by integrating

the pressure-time histoii!s. The maximum impulses measured divided by the cube root of the
explosive charge weight (sLaled impulse) are reported. The scaling law for the external scaled
impulse from a suppressive structure stated earlier in the paper is

=J6 (R1I1/' 3. X/R. ae) (2)

Using a similar method as for the peak pressures. the scaled impulse was curve fitted to obtain
a prediction equation. Again, the only parameter which lacks an explicit definition is ote
Using the vent area ratios derived for the peak pressure data fit as the starting point, a least-
square lit was attempted. The majority of the data fitted well except for the data from the
two structures which had nested angles. In these two cases the angles appeared to have
attenuated the impulse more than the peak pressure compared to the perforated plate struc-
tures. If the angles were assumed to be twice as effective in reducing the impulse as was coin-

puted for the peak pressure case, the impulse data fitted very well. Thus. using the newly
computed q,'s of 0.008 and 0.010 for the 0-I and 0-2 configurations, respectively. the data
from the perforated plate cross-section with and without angles provide an excellent fit as
shown in Figure 7. The impulse data from the I-beam structures fitted even better about the
equation shown in Fgure 8 with an S of ±6.5%. Both sets of data were then used together to

derive the equation shown in Figure 9. This last equation fits the data slightly worse than the
two individual sets provide. However, it is as a good fit as was achieved previously with the

corresponding peak side-on pressure data.

V. PRESSURES INSIDE SUPPRESSIVE STRUCTURES

When an explosion occurs within a suppressive structure, the blast wave reflects from the
inner surfaces of the structure, implodes toward the center, and re-reflects one or more times.
The amplitude of the re-reflected waves usually decays with each reflection, and eventually
the pressure settles to a slowly decaying level, which is a function of the volume and vent
area of the s. -ucture and the nature and energy release of the explosion. A typical time history
of pressure' 9 at the wall of a suppressive structure is shown in Figure 10. The process of
reflection and pressure buildup in either unvented or poorly vented structures has been recog-

nized for some time, dating from World War !1 research on effects of bombs and explosives
detonated within enclosures.2" More recently. study of these pressures has revived because
of interest in design of vented explosion chambers, and we will discuss here the recent work.

A. Reflected Pressures

[lhc initial shock impinging on the inner surfaces of suppressive structures applies an in-
tense loading of short duration to these surfaces. This loading is complicated by the geometry
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of the surface. i.e.. the inneniost layer of the wall, and by the overall geometry of the structure.
If the wall inner surfaces :onsis of relatively flat surfaces such as perforated plates or flanges
of nested I-beams. the initia! blast wave will retlect more or less normally from such surfaces.
The reflected pressures and inpulse- can then be eswiilated with reasonable accuracy from
tests of blast waves normall., reVected from rigid, plane surfaces,'- 2, .22 or from sources of
compiled data based on such tests.ý • But. if the inner surfaces of the suppressive structure
consist of geometries such as closely nr.sted wi i. "rons, the iihitial reflectiun process is much
more complex, and measurement or prediction of the init;al shock l3o~.ing on such surfaces is
quite difficult. An tipper limit to the load- g on each angle iron can pt"!'aps be c tim:Y.ted by
applying normally reflected pressures and imnipdses to the areas not shielded by adjace1 it angles.
Curves of scaled reflected pressure P, and imnpulh.e i, are included here as Fig-are I I for pre-
diction of tile initial shock loading. These curves arc fitted to data for bare .?en:olite sphercs
from References 1, 2, 21 and 22. To date, there are inufficient data on reflected pri..sý,sure
loads on actual suppressive structures to improve on curvw.- such its '.hese fighires. although
references such as Koger and McKown6 do give a few data points.

The initial and later reflected shock loads on the walls of suppressive struct r--3 are
complicated not only by the character of their surfaces, but also by the overall stru, Iural
geometry. Only for spherical chambers is the reflection process regular and easily p.,dictable.
But, rectangular box or cylindrical geometries are more practical shapes and are more adapt-
able to the vented panel designs common in suppressive structures. ('omplex re,, tions and
reinforcements can occur in corners of such structures, and the implosion process after
shock reflection is complex and irregular. Fortunately for one's ability to predict these
loads, the latter shocks seem from data such as that in Reference 19 to be greatly attenuated
compared to the first shock. so that ignoring reflected waves, or "smoothing" througli the
pres:ure-time traces. usually provides an acceptable approximate pressure loading.

B. Quasi-static Pressures

Prior to the suppressive structures program, several experimental studies were conducted
to measure the maximum pressures and venting times for certain vented chambers. Weibull-
reports maximum pressures for vented chambers of various shapes having single vent,, with a
range of vent areas of (A/V,'2' 3) < 0.02 1 5. These maximum quasi-static pressures are shown
by Weibull to be independent of the vent area iatio, and to be a function of charge-to-volume
ratio (W/V) up to 0.3 12 lb/ft". lie fitted a single straight line to his data, but Proctor and
Filler7 later showed that fitting a curve to the data, with asymptotes to lines, related to heat
of combustion for small (W/'/ I ) and to heat of explosion with no aftei burning for large ( W,' I),

was more appropriatc. Additional data on maximum quasi-static pressures and on venting
times have been obtained by Keenan and Tancreto,8 and by Zilliacus. et al." Data from
Reference 8 were used in Reference 4 to give predictions of maximum q(uasi-static pressures
P, versus (It'/l ), and a scaled duration of this pressure versus scaled vent area ratio for initial
design of suppressive structu. ,.. Concurrent with experimental work which preceded appli-
cations to suppressike structures. Proctor and Filler' developed a theory for predicting time
histories of quasi-static pressures in vented structures. Kinnc% and Sewell' did likewise, and
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also obtained an approximate formula for this time history. Converted to the scaled para-
meters discussed earlier, this equation is:

I /,n .h -2.13o07 l

This equation gives a value for scaled ventintg time T of

r-fn, =0.469524 P5 (12)

The problem of blowdown from a vented chamber is also solved the:oretically by Owczarek, "' 2. 1
given initial conditions in the chamber but assuming isentropic expansion through the vent area.

"A few measurements were made of peak quasi-static pressures early in the suppressive
structures program' 6 but only recently have sufficient additional data been recorded for this
class of structure to add significantly to the measurements for other types of vented or unvented
chambers. Reference 19 cc.itains most of the suppressive structures venting date to date,
supplemented by several measurements reported in Reference 6. In comparing such data with
either previous data or theory. there are several questions raised by the general physics of the
process and by the differences in venting through single openings in walls. Refering to Figure
10, one can see that the maximum quasi-static pressure is quite difficult to define because it
is obscured by the ;nitial shock and first few reflected shocks. Obviously. several reflections
must occur before irreversible processes attenuate the shocks and convert their energy (o
quasi-static pressure. It therefore seems inappropriate to call point A in Figure 10 the peak
quasi-static pressure, although this is the point used in Reference 19 to comnpare with code
predictions from Proctor7 and the Sewell and Kinney equation I E-quation ( I )1. We have
chosen to allow some time for establishing the maximum pressure. such as point B in Figure
10. For the records in Reference 19, this time was chosen to be I ins. which allowed at
least two shock reflections. Koger and McKown" employed a somewhat -dmiilar method to
estimate peak quasi-static pressure.

Figure 10 also illustrates another problem inherent in reduction of vented nressure data.
i.e., accurate determination of duration of this pressure. When the pressure traces approach
ambient, the shock reflections have largely decayed. But, they approach the baseline nearly
asymptotically, so that the duration is quite difficult to detennine accurately. A possible
duration is shown in tihe figure.

As has been pointed out previously the definition of ca. for suppressive structures is not
well defined. A possible definition of an a,. has been given earlier, but the specific ialue of
this quantity for a given structure is not necessarily the same for venting and f( external
blast because the physical processes occur on much different time scales. Kingery, et al.2 '

estimate a, for blowdown by curve-fitting to calculations using Proctor's computer program.
An example of their estimating is shown in Figure 12. indicating an q of 0.067 for this
particular test and configuration. We found. however. that values of a, which were adjusted
to give good correlation with attenuation of blast pressures outside the structure also seemed
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to give reasonable correlations of data from Reference 19 with scaled venting times for

curves from Reference 4.

For use in predicting maximum quasi-static pressures and venting times, we present two
graphs. The first, Figure 13, is identical to the curve-fit of Pmax versus (W/V) originally made
in Reference 4. Additional data points from References 6 and 19 have been added, but these
are close enough to the original curve that no change seems warranted. The second plot in
Figure 14 shows data from four references for scaled durations of vented pressures -ma versus
scaled absolute maximum pressure Pl. This form of scaled presentation is dimensionless and
replaces the earlier dimensional one of Reference 4. It also allows predictions from theory to
be compared with data. Sewell and Kinney's Equation (1 2) is plotted in this figure. as is a
theoretical curve developed from Owczarek in Reference 12*. Data scatter is great enough
that curve-fitting is difficult. But, Sewell and Kinney's equation seems to fit much better
than the more sophisticated theory of Owczarek. We suggest using Equations (II) and (12)
until more data become available. Note that the scatter in the data results at least partly from
the fact that two measured quantities, maximum pressure and duration time, are plotted
against each other, and thus the measurement errors are amplified.

C. Intrapanel Pressures

To properly design a suppressive structure to survive the blast loading, it has been nec-
essary to estimate the loads due to gas pressure on the structural components of each layer
of the walls. The flow makes a series of turns through varying areas and volumes to reach
the lower pressure environment of the atmosphere. The pressure in these various compart-
ments differs from the peak quasi-static pressure that is established in the initial compart-
ment after the blast. Since r4'o data, presently exists for these intrapanel pressures, an analysis
of the flow through the serie. ýr compartments has been conducted to estimate the pressure-
time history in each compartment. Venting of a gas in a container through an opening has
been invcetigated by other researchers.' ',I ' Kinney and Sewell'I considered a confined
volume of air that has be, n pressurized due te an internal explosion. The gas obeys the
ideal equation of state from which the pressure rate is determined as

P=(R TIM V);n + (PIT 7 (13)

where P is the absolute pressure, in the mass of gas retained in volume V, R the molar gas
constant, Al the formula mass, T the absolute temperature. The mass flow rate is given by:

?;i = Apu (14)

where p is the gas density, A is the cross-sectional vent area and u is the velocity of the
escaping gas.

*Predictions of timeI historici of vented prcsmue, are also given in Reference 12.
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The maximum attainable flow rate for a given upstream pressure is:

CD A=CDAP(RT/M) 1 2 [(27y/7'+ 1)1/2 (2/7,+ l)('h ' (15)

where -y is the ratio of specific heats and CD is the discharge coefficient of the vent area.

The temperature rate T which is due to the energy carried away by the vented stream
and the heat transfer between the gas and the walls is given by:

" T(y - I) ,ira + lT(R, - 1 )1PVi (16)

where q is the heat flow rate. In cases where the venting rate is very great, the heat transfer
term can L neglected. These equations can be solved to give the pressure rate using a numer-
ical procedure which Kinney and Sewell' I outline in their report. The seemingly limiting
assumption of this analysis is that the pressure rate can only be calculated down to the min-
imum overpressure required to give the maximum or sonic flow. Loads of importance may
or may not occur below this pressure. Kinney and Sewell' have pointed out, however.
that this analysis may be suitable below this minimum pressure due to experimental uncer-
tainty at low overpressures and to the relatively small overpressures existing below this
minimum.

The procedure for determining the pressure-time history of a single compartment with
sonic flow as presented by Kinney and Sewell' was generally followed to develop a com-
puter code (POOFI). IPOOF I will compute the pressure time history of a multi-comnpartment
system with sonic or subsonic flow.

Consider the following system (Figure 15) with given initial conditions, where volume
I', is inside the suppressive structure and the remaining volumes represent the space between
the walls.

1 n n+1

P, VT A P V T -_P V 1

Y1

FIGURE 15. SCHF.EMATI(' I:OR VENTING CALCULATIONS

Assume that an explosion occurs in V, and heats the air in this volume causing quasi-
static pressure rise. Also assume that the initial shock wave has blown through and that
sonic flow exists through area A . The mass flow rate out of the initial compartment can
be calculated from Equation (15). Assuming that qi is negligible, the temperature rate and
pressure rate can be determined from Equations (16) and (13), respectively.
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The pressure P, in the downstream compartments is dependent upon the change in the
mass in the compartment due to the mass flow in h, _ and the mass flow out tn4*. This can
be calculated using the equation of state coupled with a mass balance of the system,

P, = RTn (Am, + thn)/V (17)

Amn = (h, - - z)A(18)

where th, _ is known from the initial calculation. dz, is dependent upon P,, making it
necessary to solve Equations (1 7) and (18) simultaneously for Pn after substitution of
Equation (15) into Equation (18). The temperature change and resulting temperature for
selected time increment in the nith compartment can be calculated from the initial temperature
and Equation (1 6) using h, . With P, and T,,. in, can be calculated. This procedure is
used for all compartments downstream of the initial compartme.it. *After a complete pass
is made through the system of compartments, the pressure in the initial compartment at the
next time increment is deter'nined from the pressure rate. The procedure is then repeatec
until the quasi-static press-t, goes to zero.

The input parameters requ;red for POORF are the initial values of vent area, discharge
coefficient, mass. volume, pressure, temperature, atmospheric pressure, specific heat ratio,
gas constant and time increment for each compartment. The output of POOFI lists the

pressure as a function of time and also plots these results.

Predictions of pressure versus time using POOFI have been compared to !xperimental
data and to results using Proctor's code 0 and to the equation developed by Kinney and

Sewell.' Generally, the total time for the overpressure to equal zero is 10-20% larger for
the POOFI predictions than for the other predictions. The difference is less when POOFI
is programmed to assume sonic flow edists throughout the venting process.

VI. DISCUSSION

Development programs are being supported by the U.S. Army's plant modernization
program for the design and application of uniformly vented suppressive structures. These
structures should provide better protection of personnel and facilities while reducing the
safety distances from potential explosive hazards. In this paper we have presented scaling

laws which apply to the blast waves that emanate from supp:essive structures as well as to
quasi-static pressure rise and decay from a detonation in a confined volume. Using external
blast pressure data recently acquired we have updated earlier curve-fits for predicting peak

side-on pressures from suppressive structures and free-field detonations. In the process we
have empirically defined a method for computing relative vent areas for multi-layered,
uniformly vented structures so that predictions of external pressures and the degree of

reduction of these pressures can be made for a variety of wall configurations. Using ex-
perimental data from one-opening cubicles and suppressive structures a similar method for
estimating effective vent areas is given which correlate with quasi-static pressure decay times.
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Along with external side-on pressure predictive equations for specific structures and all
types of suppressive structures for which data is available, predictive equations for side-on
impulse have also been generated. Reflected pressure loading of the suppressive structures is
discussed briefly and a summary graph is given for estimating the normally reflected peak
pressures and impulses as a function of the scaled distance. For the quasi-static pressure load
(which follows the reflected impulsive load when a detonation occurs in a relatively closed
volume) graphs are also presented for estimating the maximum quasi-static pressure and
venting times. Finally, the development of a computer code to estimate the intrapanel
pressures caused by the internal quasi-static pressure is presented.

From the work reported in this paper, it is apparent that suppressive structures can be
designed to significantly attenuate overpressures and impulses in blast waves which emanate
from them, compared to explosions occuring in the open or in frangible structures. Specific
applications for these structures can have quite different requirements f'r blast attenuation
depending on factors such as the magnitude of the potential explosive hazard, proximity to
adjacent structures or operations or whether personnel are normally allowed near the building
or operation. For each application, allowable blast overpressures, or impulses, or both, can
undoubtedly be established versus distance or at specific distances from the suppressive struc-
ture. As an example, the Category I structure discussed in some detail in References 4 and 24
was designed to attenuate the blast overpressure from 2500 lb of Comp B exploding in a melt
kettle, to 50% or less of the free-field overpressure at the intraline distance for this quantity
of explosive. This requirement then dictated the blast attenuation by the suppressive structure,
and hence dictated much of the detail of the vent panel designs. Curves given in this paper
would easily allow a choice of a different blast attenuation, for a number of vent panel coil-
figurations. For applications where the blast hazard is less severe, the required attenuation can
perhaps b! less and more "open" panel designs will result. This in turn will affect blowdown
pressures and the structral design of the suppressive structure. The designer should, of
course, realize that blast attenuation is only one aspect of suppressive structure design. with
containment of fragments or attenuation of fireballs or firebrands often bng equally im-
portant or overriding factors which must be considered.

This paper is in some respects a progress report on blast pressure studies in the suppressive
structures program. Considerable related work is presently underway, with Edgewood Arsenal
sponsorship. More test data are being obtained or evaluated for internal reflected pressures,
blowdown pressures, and blast waves emanating from model or full-scale structures of several
different configurations and panel designs. The experiments are being supported by or com-
pared to predictions using gas dynamic or blast physics analyses or computer codes. Because
of this ongoing work, some of the prediction curves or equations presented here may be some-
what modified, and will undoubtedly be supplemented by additional predictions for intra-
panel pressures and other parameters which are at present ill defined.
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